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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this batman 2016 vol 1 i am gotham
by online. You might not require more grow old to spend to go to the ebook foundation as well as search for
them. In some cases, you likewise accomplish not discover the pronouncement batman 2016 vol 1 i am gotham
that you are looking for. It will totally squander the time.
However below, in imitation of you visit this web page, it will be thus very simple to acquire as skillfully as
download lead batman 2016 vol 1 i am gotham
It will not admit many get older as we explain before. You can complete it even though action something else
at house and even in your workplace. hence easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we present
below as competently as review batman 2016 vol 1 i am gotham what you subsequent to to read!

the entire Justice League. But now, in the wake
of DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, Batman must face
his most challenging foe ever--a hero who wants
to save Gotham...from the Batman! From one of
the biggest breakout writers in years and former
CIA analyst, Tom King (GRAYSON, THE
SHERIFF OF BABYLON) and superstar artist

Batman Vol. 1 (Rebirth)-Tom King 2017-01-17
A part of DC Universe: Rebirth! "I AM GOTHAM"
The Caped Crusader has never been stopped.
Not by the Joker. Not by Two-Face. Not even by
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham
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David Finch present BATMAN VOL. 1! Collects
BATMAN: REBIRTH #1 and BATMAN #1-6.
Rebirth honors the richest history in comics,
while continuing to look towards the future.
These are the most innovative and modern
stories featuring the world's greatest
superheroes, told by some of the finest
storytellers in the business. Honoring the past,
protecting our present, and looking towards the
future. This is the next chapter in the ongoing
saga of the DC Universe. The legacy continues.

how does Batman confront a new hero who wants
to save the city from the Dark Knight? CAN’T
MISS: Superstar artist David Finch returns to
Batman alongside writer Tom King for this fivepart storyline.

All-Star Batman Vol. 1: My Own Worst
Enemy (Rebirth)-Scott Snyder 2017-09-12
From the #1 NEW YORK TIMES best-selling
author of BATMAN, Scott Snyder, comes his
newest Dark Knight project as a part of DC
Universe Rebirth, ALL-STAR BATMAN VOL. 1:
MY OWN WORST ENEMY! Snyder is one of the
most critically acclaimed authors in the comics
world, with titles that include the genre-defining
BATMAN VOL. 1: THE COURT OF OWLS, as well
as BATMAN: BLACK MIRROR and AMERICAN
VAMPIRE. But this time, he teams with Eisner
Award-winning illustrator and comics legend
John Romita Jr. (AVENGERS, THE DARK
KNIGHT RETURNS: THE LAST CRUSADE) and
critically acclaimed artist Declan Shalvey (MOON
KNIGHT)! In this new graphic novel, Batman

Batman: Rebirth (2016) #1-Scott Snyder
2016-06-01 Longtime Batman and Eisner Awardwinning writer Scott Snyder co-writes with
rising-star writer Tom King! EVIL 365: Gotham
City faces the threat of the Calendar Man!

Batman (2016-) #1-Tom King 2016-06-15 “I
AM GOTHAM” part one. No one has ever stopped
the Caped Crusader. Not The Joker. Not TwoFace. Not even the entire Justice League. But
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham
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finds himself trying to help old friend Harvey
Dent...now known as the villainous Two-Face!
The Dark Knight accompanies his foe on a crosscountry trip to fix his scarred face and hopefully
end the Two-Face identity forever. But when the
former Gotham City D.A. sets a plan into motion
to free himself, the road gets bumpy and every
assassin, bounty hunter and ordinary citizen with
something to hide comes out in force with one
goal: kill Batman! Handcuffed together on the
road to Bat-hell, this is Batman and Two-Face as
you've never seen them before! Following the
success of COURT OF OWLS, DEATH OF THE
FAMILY and ENDGAME, ALL-STAR BATMAN
VOL. 1: MY OWN WORST ENEMY is the
industry-shaking graphic novel for the Dark
Knight, with one of the biggest creative pairings
in DC Comics history sharing their take on one of
the greatest heroes ever in ALL-STAR BATMAN
VOL. 1! Collects issues #1-5.

(WONDER WOMAN) completes his run on the
Dark Knight in BATMAN VOL. 3: I AM BANE, the
stunning new chapter in writer Tom KingÕs (THE
SHERIFF OF BABYLON) wildly acclaimed
Batman saga. He is not a joke. He is not a riddle.
He is not a bird or a cat or a penguin, not a
scarecrow or a plant or a puppet. He is not a
fairy tale or a circus act, a broken friend or a
regretful mentor. He is no rich boy pretending to
be a knight. He is Bane. The Batman invaded his
home, scarred his mind and broke his back. Now
Bane has returned to Gotham City for a single
purpose: break the Batman once and for all. But
first, heÕll destroy everyone the Dark Knight has
ever lovedÉor loathed. The young heroes whoÕve
worn the mantle of Robin. The cops, crimefighters and vigilantes who make up BatmanÕs
army of allies. Even the madmen and monsters
that haunt the halls of Arkham Asylum. Batman
will need all of their helpÑand moreÑto fend off
this unstoppable challenger. Because both Bane
and Batman know one thing: only one of them
will walk away from their final confrontation
unbrokenÉ Collects stories from BATMAN

Batman Vol. 3: I Am Bane-Tom King
2017-09-05 Superstar artist David Finch
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham
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#16-20, 23-24 and BATMAN ANNUAL #1.

pulling his strings. Facing broken hearts, broken
bodies and an identity crisis like no other, can
Bruce and Dick stop a cold war before they catch
their deaths? Critically acclaimed writer Tom
King (Mister Miracle) continues his landmark run
on one of comicsÕ most iconic heroes in Batman
Vol. 8: Cold Days, featuring stunning work from
superstar artists Lee Weeks (Batman/Elmer Fudd
Special), Matt Wagner (Trinity) and Tony S.
Daniel (Batman R.I.P.).

Batman Vol. 8: Cold Days-Tom King
2018-12-25 ÒThis story will be remembered for
years to come.Ó ÑComicosity COLD HEART. The
wedding of the century is over. Batman took the
long walk down the aisle for CatwomanÉand now
his life has been shaken to its core. COLD
FACTS. But this blow is just the beginning.
Called to serve on the jury for the trial of Mr.
Freeze, Bruce Wayne finds himself confronted
with questions about his costumed alter egoÕs
excessive forceÑleaving him contemplating
hanging up the cape and cowl for good. COLD
BLOOD. With Bruce sidelined, Dick
GraysonÑBatmanÕs original sidekick and closest
friendÑputs aside his Nightwing role and
assumes the mantle of the Dark Knight himself,
putting him on the front linesÉand in great
danger. COLD WAR. The Russian assassin called
the KGBeast is back, and now this relic of
geopolitical warfare is rampaging through
Gotham City with an anonymous puppet master
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham

Batman: City of Bane: the Complete
Collection-Tom King 2020-12-15 The complete
collection of Batman: City of Bane from Eisner
Award winner Tom King and Mikel Janín! Batman
faces his most personal and epic showdowns!
The Caped Crusader had a sinking suspicion
there was someone lurking in the shadows
plotting against him. There has been an unseen
hand orchestrating these events. And while the
true villain has yet to reveal himself, his minions
are starting to step forward and break the Bat
down once and for all -- beginning with Thomas
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Wayne, the Batman from the Flashpoint
universe! Just when the bad guys thought they
had it made with Bane in control, Batman is back
in Gotham and ready to remind them what justice
feels like...and how it hurts when it hits you in
the face. But is the Dark Knight Detective ready
to take on the foe who broke him worse than any
other that came before? Tread lightly, Batman,
because not only do the lives of your son and
trusted friends hang in the balance, but your
entire home could collapse. Batman and his allies
have a choice: let Bane stay in power and
guarantee the city's survival, or risk everything
to break free! Collects Batman issues #75-85.

raise his own army of criminals. From the bowels
of Arkham Asylum, he’ll select an elite squad of
the craziest, deadliest, most dangerous villains
alive-including Catwoman, the one woman in the
world who knows him best, despite the blood on
her claws. But Batman’s makeshift Suicide Squad
is every bit as unstable as the real deal. As lust,
addiction, insanity and betrayal take their toll on
his team, not everyone will make it out of Bane’s
fortress alive and unbroken… New York Times
best-selling writer Tom King (THE OMEGA MEN)
continues his groundbreaking Dark Knight saga,
joined by artists Mikel Janín (GRAYSON) and
Mitch Gerads (SHERIFF OF BABYLON). Collects
BATMAN #9-15.

Batman Vol. 2: I Am Suicide-Tom King
2017-04-18 He’s the one man who broke the Bat.
He rules the island prison that once held him
captive with an iron fist. He is Bane, and he has
something-or someone-that Batman needs. And
Batman will risk a suicide mission to take it, or
them, from him. But to infiltrate the stronghold
of a criminal genius, the Dark Knight will need to
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham

Batman Vol. 6: Bride or Burglar-Tom King
2018-07-31 The path to the altar has never been
so dangerous! Not long after Batman announces
his engagement to Catwoman, he and Wonder
Woman are called to honor an old commitment
requiring them to fight for Earth in a distant,
magical realm. But time flows strangely in this
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new land, and an hour in our world could be
years there. The storied friendship between two
great heroes begins to unravelÑwhile the
universe itself does the same around them! Next,
the Bat and the Cat find themselves isolated as
Poison Ivy seemingly takes over the rest of the
world, including the Justice League! Can they nip
IvyÕs plans in the bud before the whole world
falls under her dominion? After all, thereÕs still a
wedding to planÉ The big day approaches in
these stories from Batman #38-44, from author
Tom King (Mister Miracle) and artists Mikel
Jan’n (Grayson), Jo‘lle Jones (Supergirl: Being
Super) and Travis Moore (Fables: The Wolf
Among Us). ÒConsistently one of DC's best
ongoing series.Ó ÑIGN ÒTom King is inarguably
one of the hottest writers in superhero comics
right now.Ó Ñ CBR

pain to his international opponent, Bane, in
Batman: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2. The
Dark Knight has invaded his home, scarred his
mind and broken his back. Now Bane has
returned to Gotham City for a single purpose:
eliminate the Batman once and for all. But first
heÕll destroy everyone the Dark Knight has ever
lovedÉor loathed. In the wake of this battle, the
Batman makes Catwoman an offer that leaves
her absolutely speechless. As she considers her
answer, the Dark Knight tells her of a secret war
from early in his career. It was a time when The
Joker and the Riddler would seemingly be natural
allies, but each man determined that he and he
alone must be the one to kill the Bat...and either
would sooner burn down Gotham than be beaten
to the punch line. All of GothamÕs villains were
forced to choose sides in this stunning battle of
wits that quickly escalated into a full-blown
warÑcomplete with civilian casualties. In this
ÒWar of Jokes and Riddles,Ó only one side could
claim victory...but the scars it left shaped
BatmanÕs future. Written by Tom King (Mister
Miracle, The Vision) with art by David Finch

Batman: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2Tom King 2018-06-12 The acclaimed creative
team of Tom King, David Finch and Mikel Jan’n
takes things to a new level as Batman brings the
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham
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(Wonder Woman), Mikel Jan’n (Grayson), Jason
Fabok (Justice League), Mitch Gerads (The
Sheriff of Babylon), Clay Mann (Action Comics)
and more, this latest Rebirth Deluxe Edition
features two of the most critically acclaimed arcs
in modern comics in hardcover for the first time.
Collects Batman #16-32 and Annual #1.

visitors from this time and beyond, the Bat and
the Cat will have to undergo even more trials and
tribulations before they walk down the aisle.
Written by generational talent Tom King and
featuring art by Mikel Jan’n, BATMAN VOL. 7
features one of the biggest milestones in DC
history! Collects BATMAN #45-50.

Batman (2016-) #89-James Tynion IV
2020-02-19 Batman must stop Deathstroke from
killing the mayor of Gotham City! But to do so he
has to figure out who ordered the hit in the first
place. If his four main suspects aren’t ’fessing up
to the crime, then is there someone even more
sinister lurking in the shadows waiting to deliver
the coup de grâce? Whoever it is, one victim will
fall under their attack!

Batman Vol. 5: The Rules of EngagementTom King 2018-05-01 When Catwoman accepted
BatmanÕs marriage proposal, she changed more
lives than just Bruce WayneÕs and Selina
KyleÕs. A union between the WorldÕs Greatest
Detective and one of Gotham CityÕs fiercest
criminals is a shakeup that will rattle everyone in
the Dark KnightÕs lifefrom the young vigilantes
who make up his surrogate Òfamily,Ó to his
legendary friends in the Justice League, to old
demons heÕd long hoped to leave behind. Now
Batman and Catwoman are on a quest for
redemptiona mission deep into a forbidden
desert fortress to evolve into something better
before they say, ÒI do.Ó Standing in their way

Batman Vol. 7: The Wedding-Tom King
2018-10-30 The day has finally arrived: the
nuptials of Bruce Wayne and Selina Kyle. But
their road to wedded bliss won't be easy. With
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham
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isÉwell, everybody, including BatmanÕs lethal
exgirlfriend Talia al Ghul. From desert sands to
boardwalk lights, will the Bat and the CatÕs
search lead them to happiness at last? Find out
in Batman Vol. 5: Rules of Engagement, a major
new chapter in the lives of the Dark Knight and
his feline fiancŽe from the acclaimed creative
team of Tom King (Mister Miracle) and Jo‘lle
Jones (Supergirl: Being Super), with guest artists
Clay Mann and Lee Weeks! Collects Batman
#3337 and the critically acclaimed tale from
Batman Annual #2.

in years and former CIA analyst Tom King
(GRAYSON, THE SHERIFF OF BABYLON) and
superstar artist David Finch present BATMAN
VOL. 1! This collection features the first two
paperback volumes of the series, combined to
make a deluxe edition graphic novel in hardcover
for the first time ever. Collects BATMANREBIRTH #1 (co-written by former Bat-scribe
Scott Snyder) and BATMAN #1-12.

Batman: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3Tom King 2018-12-11 ÒFresh and differentÉ
exciting and unpredictable.Ó -IGN ÒThis is a
must have.Ó -Comicosity BEFORE THE
WEDDING OF THE CENTURY...THE BATTLE OF
A LIFETIME! The modern-classic Batman run
from writer Tom King continues, as Batman and
Catwoman inch closer to their wedding day. But
the course of true love never did run
smooth...and before happily ever after, the
couple will have to face unthinkable obstacles!
First, thereÕs the small matter of Catwoman
being framed for 237 murders. To clear her

Batman-Tom King 2017 The first two volumes of
BATMAN as a part of DC Universe Rebirth are
collected here in hardcover for the first time
ever! The Caped Crusader has never been
stopped. Not by the Joker. Not by Two-Face. Not
even by the entire Justice League. But now, in
the wake of DC UNIVERSE- REBIRTH, Batman
must face his most challenging foe ever--a hero
who wants to save Gotham...from the
Batman!From one of the biggest breakout writers
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham
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name, she and Batman have to venture to a
forbidden kingdom-one under the control of the
mother of BatmanÕs son, Talia al Ghul! Talia is
reputed to be the most dangerous woman
alive...but sheÕs never met Selina Kyle! And
when Poison Ivy takes control of every being on
the planet, itÕs just Batman and Catwoman alone
against the world. They might be able to stop
Ivy...but can they take down Superman, the Flash
and every other hero under her power? Batman:
The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3 collects the
Bat and the CatÕs road to the altar in issues
#33-44 and Annual #2 of the ongoing hit series
by Tom King (Grayson, The Vision) and artists
Jo‘lle Jones (Supergirl: Being Super, Catwoman)
and Mikel Jan’n (Grayson).

that will change everything for the Dark Knight
and his allies!

Batman (2016-) #51-Tom King 2018-07-18 The
honeymoonÕs over for Bruce Wayne as Gotham
CityÕs most prominent citizen gets selected for
jury duty in a chilling court case involving Mr.
Freeze! Freeze claims the charges should be
dismissed because Batman used excessive force;
cue the outrage and media circus. While doing
his civic duty, WayneÕs forced to take a hard
look at the Dark KnightÕs methods. And
heyÉwhat is Dick Grayson doing running around
the city dressed as Batman?

Batman Annual (2016-) #5-James Tynion IV
2020-12-29 The riveting new vigilante known as
Clownhunter was a breakout star of “The Joker
War”- but what’s the tragic origin of this teenage
assassin? How did his parents die at the hands of
The Joker, and is there a place for him in the
evolving Gotham City? Can there be redemption

Batman (2016-) #24-Tom King 2017-06-07
“AFTERMATH!" Gotham City is at peace…but a
war is coming. Armed with the terrifying
knowledge gained from the mysterious button,
Batman prepares for the coming storm by
making a proposition to one of his enemies—one
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham
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for the infamous Clownhunter? This epic tale
reteams writer James Tynion IV and artist James
Stokoe, the storytellers behind the definitive
Clownhunter tale from Batman: The Joker War
Zone #1!

battles the Dark Knight Detective head-to-head
for the last time. And one way or another, this
will be the final chapter of their age-long conflict.
The Clown Prince of Crime and the Dark Knight
Detective go head-to-head for the last time. The
Joker has never wanted to win before, he's never
wanted his battle with Batman to end, but now
his motivation has shifted. As The Joker's plan to
assemble an army materializes, the only person
who can save Batman from the brink of true
madness is Harley Quinn. And while all this is
happening, the villains of Gotham City are
waiting out the carnage Joker has unleashed--and
Catwoman assembles an army of her own!
Collects Batman #95-100.

Batman (2016-) #86-James Tynion IV
2020-01-08 ItÕs a new day in Gotham City, but
not the same old Batman. With Bane vanquished
and one of his longtime allies gone, Batman has
to start picking up the pieces and stepping up his
game. Batman has a new plan for Gotham City,
but heÕs not the only one. Deathstroke has
returned as well, under a mysterious new
contract that could change everything. Beginning
a whole new chapter in the life of the Dark
Knight, the epic art team of Tony S. Daniel and
Danny Miki are joined by new series writer James
Tynion IV!

Batman Vol. 4: The War of Jokes and
Riddles-Tom King 2017-12-19 Early in Batman’s
career, the Joker and the Riddler would
seemingly be natural allies. But each man
determined that he and he alone must be the one
to kill the Bat...and either would sooner burn
down Gotham than be beaten to the punch line.

Batman: The Joker War-James Tynion IV
2021-02-09 This is it: The Clown Prince of Crime
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham
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Untold until now, one of the darkest chapters in
Batman’s history sees all of Gotham’s villains
choosing sides in a battle of wits that soon turns
into a full-blown war—complete with civilian
casualties. In the War of Jokes and Riddles, only
one side can claim victory...but the scars it leaves
will shape Batman’s future as he makes the most
important decision of his life. From the critically
acclaimed, best-selling creative team of Tom
King (GRAYSON, The Vision) and Mikel Janin
(JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK), the epic graphic tale
BATMAN: THE WAR OF JOKES AND RIDDLES
has quickly embedded itself as one of the great
stories in the Dark Knight’s mythology. Collects
issues #25-32.

reputation, the Dark Knight looks to track down
the mysterious operator has been lurking behind
the scenes in Gotham. Collects issues #61-63 and
66-69.

Cold Days-Tom King 2018 In the aftermath of
the wedding of Batman and Catwoman, the Dark
Knight's life has changed completely. Having
walked down the aisle, how will this new Bruce
Wayne view himself? What is to become of
Batman now? Don't miss out on the newest
installment of this best-selling, critically
acclaimed graphic novel series written by
breakout star Tom King, and featuring art by Lee
Weeks and Tony S. Daniel.Collects #51-56

Batman Vol. 10: Knightmares-Tom King
2019-09-17 There are strange goings-on in the
dark alleys of Gotham City, mysteries that will
require a different skill set than the Caped
Crusader’s if he’s going to stop the whole city
from succumbing to the darkness. Still reeling
from the attacks on his Bat-Family and
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham

Robin: Son of Batman Vol. 1: Year of BloodPatrick Gleason 2016-03-29 Bruce WayneÕs son
is Robin in this thrilling new series from Patrick
Gleason (BATMAN AND ROBIN) and artists
MICK GRAY and JOHN KALISZ. Back from the
dead, Damian Wayne is reassessing his life-and
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that includes being raised and trained by Talia
and RaÕs al Ghul. To complete that training, he
spent a year doing seemingly impossible tasks in
the service of the DemonÕs Head-the Year of
Blood. The time has come for Damian to atone for
his sins and make right from wrong-the Year of
Atonement. Collects ROBIN: SON OF BATMAN
Sneak Peek and issues #1-6.

of it at the time, but the case was much more
complex than he could have ever imagined. Now,
without Bruce to guide them, a grown-up
Grayson and his allies must rely on the help of
the silent, mysterious Cassandra Cain to pick up
the trail and stop MotherÕs deadly plans. But
with MotherÕs army of sleeper agents all
around, they canÕt trust anyone-even each
other! Collects BATMAN AND ROBIN ETERNAL
#1-12.

Batman & Robin Eternal Vol. 1-Scott Snyder
2016-03-15 Scott Snyder and James Tynion IV
kick off an epic mystery in the sequel to their
blockbuster hit BATMAN ETERNAL, joined by
such comics all-stars as Tim Seeley, Genevieve
Valentine, Tony S. Daniel, Paul Pelletier and
more. Bruce Wayne may no longer be Batman,
but his legacy lives on. When an assassin begins
targeting all of BatmanÕs past partners, the
former Robins must join forces to untangle a
mystery that stretches back to the early days of
the Dark KnightÕs career. Years ago, Batman
encountered a human trafficker known as
Mother. Then-Robin Dick Grayson knew nothing
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham

Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 1: MythologyPeter J. Tomasi 2019-09-10 Alfred
Pennyworth...attacked at Wayne manor! Who’s
hunting those closest to Batman? Commissioner
Gordon calls in the Dark Knight Detective when
there’s a murder at the Gotham City Aquariumstaged to look exactly like Thomas and Martha
Wayne’s crime scene, right down to the playbill
and pearls. How does this bizarre homicide tie
into the shadowy monster that attacks Dr. Leslie
Thompkins? This creature looks to wage a war on
Batman-and it’s using Joker gas to do it! Collects
12/17
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Detective Comics #994-999.

ETERNAL), James Tynion IV (DETECTIVE
COMICS), Riley Rossmo (CONSTANTINE: THE
HELLBLAZER), Roge Antonio (BATGIRL AND
THE BIRDS OF PREY) and Andy MacDonald
(THE NEW 52: FUTURES END). This epic of
horror and heroism collects BATMAN #7-8,
NIGHTWING #5-6 and DETECTIVE COMICS
#941-942.

Batman: Night of the Monster Men-Tom King
2017-02-28 The first Batman crossover of DC
Rebirth is here in BATMAN: NIGHT OF THE
MONSTER MEN! ItÕs the storm of the century,
and itÕs headed straight for Gotham City. The
guardians of this sprawling urban centerNightwing, Batwoman and the Batman himselfthink theyÕve prepared for the worst. They have
no idea. Thanks to the machinations of the
macabre scientist Dr. Hugo Strange, the storm
has unleashed a rain of monsters upon the city.
Colossal creatures are stomping through the
streets, terrorizing the citizens and challenging
the skills of even GothamÕs greatest heroes. Can
the Dark Knight and his allies stem the tide of
destruction? Or will the Night of the Monster
Men mark the fall of the Bat? Find out in
BATMAN: NIGHT OF THE MONSTER MEN, the
first crossover of the DC Rebirth era from the
creative team of Steve Orlando (MIDNIGHTER),
Tom King (BATMAN), Tim Seeley (BATMAN
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham

Batman #1 Director's Cut (2016) #1-Tom
King Join writer Tom King and artist David Finch
as they launch Batman into a brave new era in
this new pencils-only DIRECTOR'S CUT special!
In this tale, no one has ever stopped the Caped
Crusader. Not The Joker. Not Two-Face. Not
even the entire Justice League. But how does
Batman confront a new hero who wants to save
the city from the Dark Knight?

Batman: the Deluxe Edition Book 5-Tom King
2020-07-14 "The first two volumes of BATMAN as
a part of DC Universe Rebirth are collected here
13/17
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in hardcover for the first time ever! The Caped
Crusader has never been stopped. Not by the
Joker. Not by Two-Face. Not even by the entire
Justice League. But now, in the wake of DC
UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, Batman must face his
most challenging foe ever--a hero who wants to
save Gotham ... from the Batman! From one of
the biggest breakout writers in years and former
CIA analyst Tom King (GRAYSON, THE SHERIFF
OF BABYLON) and superstar artist David Finch
present BATMAN VOL. 1! This collection features
the first two paperback volumes of the series,
combined to make a deluxe edition graphic novel
in hardcover for the first time ever."--

the Joker, Catwoman and more! BATMAN: THE
GOLDEN AGE VOL. 1 features the work of such
luminaries as Bob Kane, Bill Finger, Gardner Fox
and Jerry Robinson!"--

Batman-Bill Finger 2016 "The stories that
catapulted Batman to legendary status are
collected here in this new graphic novel series.
These original stories from DETECTIVE COMICS
#27-45, BATMAN #1-3 and NEW YORK
WORLD'S FAIR COMICS #1 include the origin of
the Dark Knight, as well as the debuts of Robin,
Commissioner Gordon, Professor Hugo Strange,

Batman Beyond (2016-) #5-Dan Jurgens
2017-02-22 “ESCAPING THE GRAVE” finale!
Batman and Terminal face off for the last time as
secrets are revealed that will affect Terry
McGinnis forever! Now all that remains is to shut
down Terminal’s plans for ruling Gotham City
and save his friend Dana. But doing both of those
things may not be possible, and that will leave

batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham

All Star Batman (2016-) #4-Scott Snyder
2016-11-09 "My Own Worst Enemy" part four! So
close and yet so far from his goal, Batman must
now wrangle Two-Face out of his own assassinfilled riverboat casino before it plunges over
Niagara Falls to their deaths! The Dark Knight
will have to go all-in on the most deadly gamble
of his life if he intends to make it out alive.
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Terry having to make a deadly choice!

likes of Two-Face, Harley Quinn, Poison Ivy, the
Riddler, Penguin, the Joker and more as the
streets of Gotham get darker and wilder.
BATMAN & ROBIN ADVENTURES VOL. 1
collects issues #1-10, featuring the animated
stories inspired by the television series and
written by series creator Paul Dini (BATMAN:
ARKHAM CITY, BATMAN ADVENTURES: MAD
LOVE) along with the writer/artist team of Ty
Templeton (BATMAN '66 MEETS THE GREEN
HORNET) and Rick Burchett (ALL-NEW
BATMAN: THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD) and
others.

Batman (2016-) #77-Tom King 2019-08-21
“City of Bane” continues! The last of the
independent villains are on the run, leaving
Gotham City entirely to Bane and his
cronies—including Flashpoint Batman and
Gotham Girl! Though this means a semblance of
peace on the streets, the iron grip of tyranny is
squeezing all life out of Gotham. And with Bane’s
machinations keeping other heroes out, the city
really needs the Batman to return. Is Bruce
Wayne ready to face his toughest foes yet…his
father and the man who broke his back?

Batman Vol. 9: The Tyrant Wing-Tom King
2019-03-26 “The Dark Knight waddles into a turf
war with the Penguin! Still reeling from the
attacks on his Bat-Family and reputation, the
Caped Crusader looks to track down the
mysterious operator lurking behind the scenes in
Gotham City—the Penguin! But the Penguin is on
Batman’s side for once, and the crime boss sees
dangerous things on the horizon. How can he

Batman & Robin Adventures Vol. 1-Paul Dini
2016-12-20 The adventure continues in this
follow-up to the four-time Emmy Award-winning
BATMAN: THE ANIMATED SERIES! Join
Batman, Robin and Batgirl as they fight crime
against the deadliest, craziest villains Gotham
City has to offer. The dynamic duo takes on the
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham
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convince the Caped Crusader he’s on the level?
Collects Batman #58-60 plus Batman Secret
Files #1 and Batman Annual #3.”

been murdered. With civil authority in tatters
and dead bodies clogging the streets, Chris is the
only person in the Green Zone with any interest
in finding out who killed him—and why. Chris’
inquiry brings him first to Sofia, an Americanraised Iraqi who now sits on the governing
council, and then to Nassir, a grizzled veteran of
Saddam’s police force—and probably the last real
investigator left in Baghdad. United by death but
divided by conflicting loyalties, the three must
help each other navigate the treacherous
landscape of post-invasion Iraq in order to hunt
down the killers. But are their efforts really
serving justice—or a much darker agenda?
Collects SHERIFF OF BABYLON #1-12

Sheriff of Babylon: The Deluxe Edition-Tom
King 2018-03-20 "Inspired by his real-life
experiences as a CIA operations officer in Iraq,
writer Tom King teams with artist Mitch
Gerads—the creative team behind the critically
acclaimed Mister Miracle—to deliver a wartime
crime thriller like no other. THE SHERIFF OF
BABYLON: THE DELUXE EDITION collects all 12
issues of the groundbreaking Vertigo series. This
special hardcover volume also features a new
introduction by King and afterword by Gerads, as
well as a gallery of preliminary artwork from
Gerads and cover artist John Paul Leon.
Baghdad, 2003. The reign of Saddam Hussein is
over. The Americans are in command. And no
one is in control. Former cop turned military
contractor Christopher Henry knows that better
than anyone. He’s in country to train up a new
Iraqi police force, and one of his recruits has just
batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham

Batman (2016-) #60-Tom King 2018-12-05
Batman takes on a new partner, and itÕsÉthe
Penguin? After rejecting BaneÕs crime-boss coop, Cobblepot finds himself in the crosshairs of
some very teed-off villains. The feathered felon
turns to his old foe to snitch on BaneÕs scheme,
but has to prove his intentions to avoid a Bat16/17
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beatdown. Along the way, this Gotham odd
couple begins to bondÑcould there be a new bird
joining the Bat-Family? Not if Bane has anything
to say about itÉ

Batman #1: Batman Day Special Edition
(2016)-Tom King 2016-09-17 Celebrate Batman
Day 2016 with a FREE best-selling, critically
acclaimed comic! Breakout author Tom King and
superstar artist David Finch team up for this
action-packed REBIRTH punch! “I Am Gotham”
Chapter One: No one has ever stopped the Caped
Crusader. Not the Joker. Not Two-Face. Not even
the entire Justice League. But how does Batman
confront a new hero who wants to save the city
from the Dark Knight?

Batman: The Golden Age Vol. 1-Bill Finger
2016-08-16 American popular culture has
produced few heroic figures as famous and
enduring as that of the Batman. The dark,
mysterious hero who debuted in 1939Õs
DETECTIVE COMICS #27 as the lone ÒBatmanÓ quickly grew into the legend of the Caped
Crusader. After his landmark debut and origin
story the Dark Knight was given many seminal
elements including his partner in crime-fighting
Robin, the Boy Wonder, and such adversaries as
the Joker, Hugo Strange and Catwoman.
BATMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE VOLUME ONE
collects all of the Dark Knight DetectiveÕs firstever adventures from DETECTIVE COMICS
#27-45, BATMAN #1-3 and NEW YORK
WORLDÕS FAIR COMICS #2.

batman-2016-vol-1-i-am-gotham

Batman (2016-) #61-Tom King 2018-12-19 The
Eisner-winning creative team behind MISTER
MIRACLE is back together as artist Mitch Gerads
rejoins the Bat team for a special issue! Professor
Pyg is loose in Gotham, and you know that means
things are going to get weirdÉand bloody!
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